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Abstract— Gallium Oxide (Ga2O3), an emerging ultra-wide
band gap semiconductor, has drawn great attention for applica-
tion in radiation detection. In this letter, ultrafast X-ray detectors
have been fabricated using a high resistivity unintentionally-
doped (UID) ε-Ga2O3 film grown on sapphire by metal-organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The detector featuring a
lateral metal–semiconductor–metal (MSM) structure exhibited a
low dark current < 2 nA at 100 V and its sensitivity was as
high as 28.6 nC/Gy or ∼1.0 × 106 nC/(Gy · cm3) at 40 V and an
X-ray dose rate of 0.383 Gy/s. A stable and repeatable transient
response was observed for the detectors under switching X-ray
illumination. Furthermore, the detector achieved a pulsed X-ray
detection with 50 ns in full width and its time resolution was
revealed to be ∼7.1 ns. These results imply the great potential
of the MOCVD-grown high-resistivity UID ε-Ga2O3 film for
ultrafast X-ray detection.

Index Terms— Ga2O3 film, X-ray detection, semiconductor
radiation detector, pulsed measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

GALLIUM Oxide (Ga2O3), which possesses a wide direct
band gap of ∼ 4.9 eV, a high critical electric field

of 8 MV/cm and an excellent tolerance to irradiation, is a
promising material for X-ray and high-energy particle detec-
tion applications [1], [2], [3]. Previously, Lu et al. demon-
strated the first β-Ga2O3 Schottky X-ray detectors based on
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a single crystalline bulk substrate [4]. Later, various types of
Ga2O3 X-ray detectors have been developed based on either
single crystals or polycrystalline/amorphous thin films [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Compared to polycrys-
talline/amorphous material, the single crystals material with
low defects will ensure both fast response and high sensitivity
of the detector [13], [14].

Usually, the unintentionally-doped (UID) Ga2O3 single
crystals show an n-type conductivity, which are not suitable
for fabricating metal–semiconductor–metal (MSM) detectors
due to a high dark current issue. Very recently, pulsed X-ray
detectors with a nanosecond time resolution have been realized
using a Fe doped high resistivity β-Ga2O3 single crystal
substrate [9], in which Fe was adopted as deep acceptors
to compensate the background n-type conductivity in the
material. However, the compensation doping would inevitably
deteriorate the crystalline quality and produce defects within
the Ga2O3 lattice, bringing some adverse effects to the perfor-
mance of the detector, for example decreasing its sensitivity.
Moreover, the β-Ga2O3 single crystal substrates at current
stage are of small size and still too expensive from a com-
mercial point of view.

On the other hand, high quality single crystalline ε-Ga2O3
films have been successfully grown on low cost sapphire sub-
strates by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
[15], [16], [17], [18]. Featuring an intrinsic high resistivity,
the MSM X-ray detectors based on a hetero-epitaxial UID
ε-Ga2O3 film demonstrated a remarkably high sensitivity [12],
which suggested a great potential in reducing the production
cost while maintaining a high performance for future X-ray
detection applications.

In this study, based on an MOCVD-grown high resistivity
UID ε-Ga2O3 film, a MSM detector was fabricated and char-
acterized for pulsed X-ray detection. The detector achieved
a 50 ns in full width pulsed X-ray measurement and its time
resolution was revealed to be ∼ 7.1 ns.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The MSM detector was fabricated using UID ε-Ga2O3 thin
film grown on sapphire substrate by MOCVD. More detailed
information about the epitaxy process could be found in our
previous reports [15], [19]. The Al interdigital electrodes were
deposited on top of the ε-Ga2O3 film by E-beam evapo-
ration, and the distance between the neighboring electrodes
was 0.5 mm.
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Fig. 1. (a) The XRD pattern and (b) The plan-view SEM image of
the ε-Ga2O3 film grown on a sapphire substrate. (c) The typical dark I-V
characteristics of the fabricated ε-Ga2O3 detector. Insert shows the structure
of detector. (d) The LFN equivalent spectra at different bias voltages.

A test unit (Agilent B2902A) was used for measuring the
I-V characteristics. The low frequency noise (LFN) analysis
was performed to figure out the influence of defects on the
carrier transport process in the detectors.

The X-ray source used in this study was an X-ray tube
with a tungsten anode, which operated at the tube currents
between 1 μA and 400 μA and a tube voltage of 30 kV with
the corresponding X-ray dose rates ranging from 3.83 mGy/s
to 1.532 Gy/s and proportional to the tube current. The
maximum X-ray photon energy was 30 keV and the X-ray
beam was perpendicularly illuminated to the ε-Ga2O3 detector
in all the measurements. An XRS-4 pulsed X-ray source with
50 ns in full width was used for the pulsed X-ray detection
test and the response signal was recorded by an oscilloscope
from a 50-� resistor, which was connected in series with the
detector.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.1 (a) shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the
as-grown ε-Ga2O3 sample. Three peaks at 19.284◦, 38.964◦
and 59.924◦ were attributed to the (002), (004) and (004)
planes of the ε-Ga2O3 film, while the peak at 41.784◦ cor-
responded the sapphire (Al2O3) substrate. The full width at
halfmaximum (FWHM) of the rocking curve of the (004)
diffraction peak of ε-Ga2O3 was 0.1728◦ (622��), which
confirmed that a high quality phase-pure single-crystalline
ε-Ga2O3 film was achieved in our study [15], [19], [20], [21].
The plan-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
in Fig.1 (b) shows a high crystallinity of the heteroepitaxial
ε-Ga2O3 film without obvious grain boundary. The inset shows
the cross section of the fabricated film, and the thickness of
the film was 380 nm. Fig.1 (c) shows the device structure
of the fabricated ε-Ga2O3 MSM detector and its typical I-V
characteristic under dark condition. The dark current of the
detector remained below 2 nA at a bias of 100 V, indicating
that the epitaxial UID ε-Ga2O3 film in our study had an

intrinsic high resistivity. Unlike the reported Ga2O3 detectors
based on the Fe/Mg compensation doped material [6], [7],
[8], [9], the intrinsic high resistivity property of the UID
ε-Ga2O3 film would keep the carrier transport process of the
detector far from the influence of defects. Fig.1 (d) shows
the LFN spectra of the detector at various bias voltages. The
measured curves can be represented as the function of 1/ f
and a weak generation-recombination (GR) noise appended
at 10 Hz. When the bias voltage was increased from 5 V
to 40 V, the measured noise of our detector kept in the
same tendency and merely grew from 1 × 10−24 (A2/Hz) to
1 × 10−23 (A2/Hz), which were close to the system noise
below 10−26 (A2/Hz). Thereby, the noise level of detector was
quite low and weakly dependent on the bias voltage, and the
device was not seriously affected by the defects [22], [23].

Fig.2 (a) shows the response net currents (IX−ray − Idark)
of the detector to the X-ray illumination with different X-ray
tube current as a function of bias voltage. Obviously, the
net current of the detector increased with both the X-ray
dose rates and the bias voltage. The unsaturated net current
against bias voltage indicated an incomplete collection of
the radiation-generated carriers in our detector. According to
the Hecht equation [24], the efficiency of carrier collection
could be increased by enlarging the electric field between the
electrodes (E) for an MSM detector and it would eventually
get saturated when E went strong enough. In this case, the
response of the detector could be further enhanced.

The sensitivity of the detector is defined as the ratio between
the net current and the incident X-ray dose rate reaching to
the detector (D):

Sensitivity = Net Current

D
= IX-ray − Idark

D
(1)

When the X-ray tube current was set at 100 μA, the net current
of the detector biased at 40 V was 11 nA (23 nA @100 V)
and the X-ray dose rate reaching to the detector was calibrated
to be 0.383 Gy/s. Therefore, the sensitivity was calculated
to be 28.6 nC/Gy (60 nC/Gy @100 V). In order to make
a comparison with our previous studies under the same
X-ray illumination (D = 0.383 Gy/s) and bias condition
(E = 800 V/cm @40 V), the normalized sensitivity to device
active volume was calculated according to:

Normalized Sensitivity = Sensitivity

Device active Volume
(2)

The normalized sensitivity of the ε-Ga2O3 detector in this
study was as high as ∼ 1.0 × 106 nC/(Gy · cm3), which was
much higher than that of a high-resistivity polycrystalline ZnO
detector ∼ 1.1 × 105 nC/(Gy · cm3) [25] and a Fe-doped
high-resistivity single crystalline β-Ga2O3 detector ∼ 2.2 ×
101 nC/(Gy·cm3) [9]. The higher normalized sensitivity in this
study could be mainly attributed to the low defects density in
the UID ε-Ga2O3 epitaxial film.

The net current and sensitivity of the detector biased at
−40 V and −100 V are plotted as a function of the X-ray
dose rate in Fig. 2(b). The device showed a nonlinear output
with a reduced sensitivity at higher X-ray dose rate, which
indicated that the carrier collection efficiency degraded when
the X-ray dose rate increased. According to the band-to-band
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Fig. 2. (a) The net current of the detector at various X-ray tube currents
as a function of the bias voltage. (b) The net current and sensitivity of the
detector biased at −40 V and −100 V as a function of X-ray dose rate.

Fig. 3. The transient responses of the ε-Ga2O3 detector under (a) different
bias voltages and (b) different X-ray dose rates.

recombination theory, the recombination rate of the radiation-
generated carriers increased with the increase of the carrier
density, which was directly proportional to the incident X-ray
dose rate. However, the collection of the radiation-generated
carriers in our detector was incomplete.

Fig. 4. (a) The pulsed X-ray responses of the fabricated ε-Ga2O3 detector
at various bias voltages. (b) The maximal amplitude and FWHM of response
signals.

Owing to the intrinsic high resistivity property of the UID
ε-Ga2O3 film, the fabricated detector was expected to exhibit a
fast response to the X-ray illumination. Fig.3 (a) and (b) show
the transient responses of the ε-Ga2O3 detector under different
bias voltages and different X-ray dose rates, respectively.
The X-ray switching period was set to be 30 s and the
sampling interval of the measurement was 20 ms. It was
revealed that the detector exhibited a good and stable transient
response with both the rise time (10% to 90%) and decay time
(90% to 10%) of less than 50 ms, as shown by the enlarged
plot of the rise and decay process in the inset of Fig. 3 (a).

The pulsed X-ray response of the fabricated ε-Ga2O3 detec-
tor was characterized using an XRS-4 pulsed X-ray source and
the response signals at various bias voltages were shown in
Fig. 4 (a). The ε-Ga2O3 detector exhibited an obvious pulsed
response to the 50 ns in full width pulsed X-ray illumination
when the bias voltage was larger than 50V, while it was
hardly distinguished at a bias voltage of 10 V due the low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The maximum amplitude and the
full width at half maxima (FWHM) of the response signals
were plotted as a function of bias voltages in Fig. 4(b). The
maximum value of the response signal increased linearly with
the bias voltage, which was attributed to the incomplete carrier
collection efficiency of the detector as discussed before. A time
resolution of ∼ 7.1 ns was determined by the FHWM of the
pulsed response signal when the detector was biased at 100 V,
which was in the same level with the previously reported
Fe-doped β-Ga2O3 detector [9]. Compared to the polycrys-
talline ZnO detector in [23], which was in the same device
topology but had a millisecond time resolution, the ε-Ga2O3
detector in this study showed a much faster response by
three orders of magnitude. Owing to the single crystalline and
intrinsic high resistivity properties of the epitaxial ε-Ga2O3
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE X-RAY DETECTORS
BASED ON WIDE GAP SEMICONDUCTORS

film, the carrier transport process in the detector would be
less affected by defects.

The time resolution of the detector might be faster than
7.1 ns actually, limited by the pulsed source in the experiment.
Because the detector exhibited the 50 ns pulsed waveform
in the same width with the XRS-4 pulsed X-ray source and
the FWHM had reached 7.1 ns beyond 50 V bias voltage.
What’s more, XRS-4 pulsed X-ray source was a multi-peak
source, some pulsed peaks can be detectable with the increase
of the sensitivity of the detector. Thereby, the FWHM of the
envelopment of the pulsed response curve just slightly grew
with the bias voltage beyond 100 V.

Table I shows the comparison of the normalized sensitivity
and response speed of our device with various reported detec-
tors using wide band gap semiconductors. The result clearly
indicates that the low cost UID ε-Ga2O3 film based detector
has great potential in fast X-ray radiation detection.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, a single crystalline UID ε-Ga2O3 film was
grown on a sapphire substrate by MOCVD and fabricated into
an MSM X-ray detector. Featuring an intrinsic high resistivity
property of the ε-Ga2O3 epilayer, the detector exhibited a low
dark current and a relatively high sensitivity. Pulsed X-ray
detection with a time resolution of ∼ 7.1 ns was demonstrated
using the fabricated ε-Ga2O3 detector.
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